
 

Year 7 Art and Design– Day of The Dead – Spring Term 1 – KNOWLEDGE OVERVIEW 

Lesson 
Focus 

Week 
commencing 

(w/c) 
 

Pupils should be able to: Online learning resources – Use Year 7 Art Microsoft 
Team 

Offline 
learning 

resources 

Key 
vocabulary 

 

To 
understand 
what Day of 
the Dead is 

and the 
symbolism 
used in the 
celebration 

4/01/21 Accurately the questions 
revolved around day of the 

dead (use the video to help). 
 

Sketch out neatly and lightly in 
pencil each of the five symbols. 

Add in-depth information on 
each of these symbols. 

Check on Microsoft Teams (Year 7 Art) for resources 
prepared by your Art teacher. 

 
Videos to watch: 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yUIHhSOd1GI 

Carefully read 
all of the 

instructions in 
your Art and 

Design offline 
resource pack 
and complete 

all of the 
tasks. 

Day of the 
Dead 

 
Mexico 

 
Symbolism 

 
Celebration 

To be able 
to design a 

creative 
sugar skull 
including 
symmetry 

and 
Mexican 
patterns 

11/01/21 Have an accurate outline of the 
skull 

 
Use symmetry and include the 
Mexican symbols and pattern 

 
Use an interesting composition 

Check on Microsoft Teams (Year 7 Art) for resources 
prepared by your Art teacher. 

 
 

Carefully read 
all of the 

instructions in 
your Art and 

Design offline 
resource pack 
and complete 

all of the 
tasks. 

Patterns 
 

Symbols 
 

Sugar Skull 
 

Day of the 
Dead 

Develop 
colouring 

pencil 
techniques 

and use 
colour 

blending. 

18/01/21 Use vibrant colours to add the 
sugar skull symmetrically. 

 
Use the colouring pencil 

techniques to create blending. 
 
 

Check on Microsoft Teams (Year 7 Art) for resources 
prepared by your Art teacher. 

 
Videos to watch: 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5dG9WYOvPAE 

Carefully read 
all of the 

instructions in 
your Art and 

Design offline 
resource pack 
and complete 

all of the 
tasks. 

Vibrant 
 

Blending 
 

Colouring 
Pencil 

 
Symmetrical 

 



Explore, 
analyse and 
work in the 

style of 
José 

Guadalupe 
Posada 

25/01/21 Create an accurate outline and 
use the correct mark-making 
skills in the correct places to 
make a copy of the artists’ 

work. 
 

Consider the direction and 
tone in their mark-making. 

Check on Microsoft Teams (Year 7 Art) for resources 
prepared by your Art teacher. 

 
Videos to watch: 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qG9JbawDS8U 

Carefully read 
all of the 

instructions in 
your Art and 

Design offline 
resource pack 
and complete 

all of the 
tasks. 

Skulls 
José 

Guadalupe 
Posada 
Mexico 
Cartoon 
Skeleton 
Black and 

White 
Narrative 

 
Explore, 

analyse and 
work in the 

style 
Aboriginal 

art 

01/02/21 Read the information on 
Aboriginal Art. 

 
Sketch copies or take 

inspiration from them and 
make your own Aztec sketches. 

Check on Microsoft Teams (Year 7 Art) for resources 
prepared by your Art teacher. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-CavoIo287Q 

Carefully read 
all of the 

instructions in 
your Art and 

Design offline 
resource pack 
and complete 

all of the 
tasks. 

 

Aztec 
 

Pattern 
 

Design 
 

History 
 

Symbolic 

Work in the 
style of 

Aboriginal 
art symbols 

08/02/21 Design your own Aztec symbol 
to symbolise your names 

initials. 
 

The symbol must have a similar 
shape to the letter and also be 

in an Aztec style. 
 

Look carefully at the style of 
Aztec symbols for inspiration. 

Check on Microsoft Teams (Year 7 Art) for resources 
prepared by your Art teacher. 

 
 
 
 

Carefully read 
all of the 

instructions in 
your Art and 

Design offline 
resource pack 
and complete 
all of the tasks 

Aztec 
 

Pattern 
 

Design 
 

History 
 

Symbolic 
 

 


